ABSTRACT: Vertical profiles of the adult epibenthic shrimp *Neomysis americana* and *Crangon septemspinosus* obtained during June 1985 were used to simulate possible rates of ascent from bottom (40 to 50 m) to near surface at night and return by day, and the consequence of these rates on their horizontal distribution. Numerical particles were released at the sampling site using archived model current fields with specified vertical rates (from no swim behavior to 20 mm s⁻¹) and tracked for up to 30 d. The best match between observed and modeled vertical profiles was with a vertical swimming speed of 10 mm s⁻¹ for *N. americana* and 2 mm s⁻¹ for *C. septemspinosus*. Whereas *N. americana* rapidly swims towards the surface at dusk and descends to bottom by dawn, *C. septemspinosus* tends to only swim up to the middle of the water column at night. After 16 d, the simulation with 10 mm s⁻¹ swim speed showed most particles were concentrated in an area centered around the 60 m isobath, where the tidal front was located. At 2 mm s⁻¹ swim speed particles were concentrated more shoalward onto the western end of Georges Bank. *N. americana* are expected to be more closely associated with the tidal front, since they spend more time near the front surface convergence, but are more likely to be transported off the bank due to the southwestward-flowing surface tidal jet, whereas *C. septemspinosus* would be retained primarily on the bank, since they are found deeper in the water column during both day and night.
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**INTRODUCTION**

Mysids are an important part of the mobile benthic epifauna of mid-latitude continental shelves and a major dietary component for many fish and invertebrates (Jumars 2007). The decapod shrimp *Crangon septemspinosus*, sand or brown shrimp, is also an important part of the benthic epifauna on continental shelves and as prey for demersal fishes around the North Atlantic. *Neomysis americana*, opossum shrimp, is the most abundant mysid in the coastal waters of the United States between Virginia and New England (Wigley & Burns 1971, Williams et al. 1974). Link & Garrison (2002) found mysids in 80% of gut contents of juvenile cod <10 cm on the New England Shelf. Georges Bank has the highest density and biomass of mysids; these are most abundant in shallower areas, preferring sand sediment for feeding (Whiteley 1948, Theroux & Wigley 1998). They can be found from the intertidal zone to 90 m depth but are most abundant between 30 and 60 m (Wigley & Burns 1971) (Fig. 1). Mysids are omnivorous and can be an important predator on zooplankton (Fulton 1982). Field studies of gut contents of mysids indicated detritus feeding during the day but more zooplankton feeding during the night.

Two major spawnings occur, one in spring (March through June) and another in late summer and fall.
The highest abundance of spawning adults from the spring generation centers on June/July, and from the fall generation, on the following April/May. Adults from the summer generation are smaller (6 to 10 mm) than those from the winter generation (10 to 15 mm). The eggs and larvae develop in adult female brood pouches and are liberated into the plankton as juveniles at 4 to 5 mm in length. This mysid is eurythermic, but reproduction is affected by the temperature regime, the sequence, timing, or duration of which may be important (Wigley & Burns 1971). Furthermore, mysids are gregarious and may only live a year. *N. americana* has been observed to undergo a regular pattern of diel vertical migration, primarily controlled by light intensity, moving off the bottom towards the surface by night and returning to the bottom by day (Herman 1963, Mauchline 1980, Abello et al. 2005). Young mysids are generally higher up the water column than adults. Immature mysids undergo migrations throughout most of the year, mature individuals only migrate during the spawning season, and copulation may only occur at night and be correlated with molting females. Diel behavior varies due to shorter days in spring and fall.

Abello et al. (2005) further indicated that emergence and reentry events of the mysid shrimp *N. americana* take place within 1 h of sunset and sunrise, respectively, at a site 10 m deep in the Damariscotta River estuary, Maine. Their mean ascent (0.29 ± 0.03 cm s⁻¹ [±1 SE]) and descent (−0.26 ± 0.02 cm s⁻¹) velocities are fairly stable, indicating the cue is based on the relative rate of change in light intensity and not the progress of isolumes or absolute rate of change in light intensity. Taylor et al. (2005) found that the nocturnal emergence behavior of *N. americana* in the Damariscotta River estuary in Maine occurs 3.5 to 4.0 h after the first slack tide; this appears to be related to the emergence of benthic copepods and may explain the more limited numbers of daytime emergences. Sato & Jumars (2008) also found nocturnal emergence behavior in *N. americana* in the Damariscotta River estuary, but it appeared to be shifted in relation to the semidiurnal tidal period in the fall. *N. americana* reach the surface of the water column only during low slack tides and avoid the surface in periods when the fastest currents occur. Thus, cues for multiple emergence behaviors can be complex, and factors include light intensity, tidal currents, searching for prey, escape from predators, reproduction and circatidal rhythms.

On Georges Bank and in southern New England, *C. septemspinosus* are mostly found near the 100 m isobath and in sandy sediments (Whiteley 1948, Richards & Riley 1967, Theroux & Wigley 1998) (Fig. 2). While remaining burrowed within the sediments by day, they become active at dusk and can be found in the water column at night (Tiews 1970). Daily tidal migrations have also been observed (Hartsuyker 1966, Al-Adhub & Naylor 1975). They have an extended breeding season, and ovigerous females were found in spring and early summer, leading to possibly 1 brood yr⁻¹ on Georges Bank (Whiteley 1948). In Long Island Sound, Richards & Riley (1967) found that the greatest percentage of ovigerous females occurs in June. Eggs hatch as larval planktonic zoea stages at 2 to 3 mm in length and develop to post-larvae/juveniles. They are considered juveniles at around 8 to 19 mm, and ovigerous females are found among individuals with lengths >20 mm (Richards & Riley 1967). *C. septemspinosus* are omnivorous (Price 1962), solitary and can live 2 to 3 yr.

Adults of both species appear to be associated with the tidal front on Georges Bank, perhaps because of their migratory behavior, which may enhance mating and feeding on the increased abundance of prey also accumulating at the front. If aggregation at the tidal front is important to population survival, then what
are the factors determining aggregation versus loss from the Bank?

A tidal front develops on Georges Bank in late spring along the 60 m isobath, separating the tidally well-mixed shoals from the deeper, thermally stratified water on the southern flank. The residual clockwise circulation around Georges Bank is primarily due to the topographic rectification of the tidal currents (Loder & Wright 1985). A strong tidal front ‘jet’ current is created near the maximum cross-bank density gradient flowing along-bank to the southwest on the southern flank. A secondary 2-cell circulation pattern can develop across-bank, with upwelling on the mixed and stratified sides of the front and downwelling in the vicinity of the front, resulting in a near-surface convergence and a near-bottom divergence. Fish larvae are transported along the southern flank in the spring when the tidal front is developing and appear to have continuous recruitment to the central shoal region of the Bank (Lough & Manning 2001). The importance of the front as a retention mechanism has been hindcast in 3-dimensional circulation models that provide evidence of the accumulation of particles when the cell-like circulation is active (Aretxabaleta et al. 2005, Lough et al. 2006a).

It is difficult to adequately assess the population distribution and abundance of these 2 species from field surveys due to marked differences in diel catchability of the migrating adults. Besides gear avoidance of smaller, slower nets, the adults remain on the bottom during the day, below the maximum sampling depth of midwater gear. Micro-nekton were sampled routinely during the Georges Bank U.S. GLOBEC monthly broadscale surveys from January to June, 1995 to 1999, using a 10 m² MOCNESS (multiple opening/closing net and environmental sensing system, 3 mm mesh) (Brown et al. 2005). The samples showed peak abundance of both *N. americana* and *C. septemspinosus* in the spring. Monthly April to June distribution plots showed the highest abundance to be around the 60 m isobath or around the seasonally developing tidal front which separates the shoal’s well-mixed crest from the stratified southern flank. In May 1999, a very high concentration of both species occurred on the western side of Georges Bank. Brown et al. (2005) collected specimens of both species exclusively associated with Georges Bank/Gulf of Maine water, and their distributions did not appear to be affected by warm water intrusions during late spring/summer. They suggested that the species’ bottom-seeking strategy may allow them to avoid displacement when flows become strong or when temperatures rise.

The European mysid *Neomysis integer* was found to be most abundant in low flow areas in estuaries, and laboratory experiments demonstrated that they respond to strong flow by seeking low flow regimes near the bottom (Lawrie et al. 1999, Speirs et al. 2002). Bottom-seeking behavior can result in position maintenance or behavioral adaptations, such as emerging into the water column during flood tide which can facilitate entry into an estuary, a process known as ‘selective tidal stream transport’ (Sato & Jumars 2008, Daewel et al. 2011). On Georges Bank the strong semidiurnal rotary currents are relatively uniform throughout the well-mixed, 60 m water column and would not appear to be the initiating factor for vertical behavior. The bottom boundary layer would provide the lowest flow habitat; so what is the primary controlling factor for the vertical migratory behavior of these species? These 2 shrimp species are endemic to Georges Bank, and their life cycles do not require transport into estuaries as nursery areas. Instead, it is important that they are retained on the shelf, where the bottom habitat is beneficial to feeding and survival. The seasonally developing tidal front on Georges Bank has been shown to be an important feature for the aggregation and retention...
of planktonic organisms. The objective of this study was to characterize their observed vertical distribution and use particle-tracking simulations to determine how the tidal front influences their horizontal distribution and retention/loss off Georges Bank. The best available diel time-series of *N. americana* and *C. septemspinosus* were collected by the first author during a June 1985 survey on the southeastern side of Georges Bank, near the tidal front. Numerical experiments were carried out using a range of possible diel vertical migration behaviors to see which ones best matched the observed profiles before simulating the species’ transport. The 2 species studied have different sizes and morphologies, which may influence their migratory behaviors. In a dorsal/ventral orientation *C. septemspinosus* is almost twice the size of *N. americana*, which shows a more lateral body compression. Their apparent migratory behaviors were compared and contrasted by simulation experiments.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Georges Bank study site and sampling strategy**

The study site was located on the southeastern side of Georges Bank (Fig. 3) at 41°19′N, 67°19′W, between 40 and 50 m water depth and was chosen based on the high densities of young cod juveniles. A 10 m² MOCNESS (Wiebe et al. 1985) was used for a vertical time-series of 5 tows at this site from 17 to 19 June 1985, sampling the water column in 10 m strata, each net for 30 min (3.0 mm stretch mesh) at 4 depths (40–30, 30–20, 20–10 and 10–0 m; Table 1). Vessel speed during towing was 2 to 3 knots. The volume of water was monitored electronically, and on average 19,000 m³ of water was filtered during a 30 min tow.

Temperature and salinity data were taken from the attached conductivity-temperature-depth sensor, and composite water-column profiles were made. The hydrographic data were available for assimilation into general circulation simulations such as the hindcast product described in the following section. An EPSCO Chromoscope Fish Finder CVS-886 (at both 50 and 200 kHz) was deployed aboard the vessel to monitor scattering layers during sampling.

All invertebrates were removed from net samples or aliquots were taken; individuals were identified, measured and standardized regarding number of species or stages per 10,000 m³ within a stratum. Body length was measured from the anterior margin of the carapace to the posterior end of the telson. Length frequencies of *Neomysis americana* and *Crangon septemspinosus* were plotted as a percent-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>MOCNESS tow</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time (h, EDT) Start / End</th>
<th>Bottom depth (m) Start / End</th>
<th>Latitude N, Longitude W Start / End</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>519</td>
<td>17 Jun 1985</td>
<td>23:49 / 01:59</td>
<td>47 / 44</td>
<td>41°18.7′, 67°18.8′ / 41°25.6′, 67°17.1′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>521</td>
<td>18 Jun 1985</td>
<td>13:24 / 15:26</td>
<td>44 / 43</td>
<td>41°20.5′, 67°18.5′ / 41°27.7′, 67°16.4′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>523</td>
<td>19 Jun 1985</td>
<td>02:37 / 04:38</td>
<td>46 / 49</td>
<td>41°22.8′, 67°17.4′ / 41°19.9′, 67°13.4′</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>524</td>
<td>19 Jun 1985</td>
<td>09:35 / 11:36</td>
<td>49 / 47</td>
<td>41°21.0′, 67°14.4′ / 41°18.6′, 67°18.6′</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
age of the total number of each stage: male, female and ovigerous female. The 3 stages were identified to show the composition of the length–frequency catches, since it is possible that each stage may have a different migratory behavior.

**Particle tracking using archived simulations**

Archived modeled currents for 1985 were obtained from the Northeast Coastal Ocean Forecast System (NECOFS) 33 yr hindcast, which uses the finite volume coastal ocean model (FVCOM; Chen et al. 2003). The FVCOM is a prognostic, unstructured-grid, finite-volume, primitive equation circulation model, and the NECOFS implementation includes the entire Gulf of Maine with open-ocean boundaries along the New Jersey and Scotian shelves. Hourly values were downloaded from the hindcast archive (www.smast.umassd.edu:8080/thredds/dodsC/fvcom/hindcasts/30yr_gom3.html). The NECOFS implementation has 45 layers in the vertical and a horizontal resolution of around 3 km over Georges Bank. The NECOFS implementation uses a global tidal model to provide tidal forcing in the boundary and the mesoscale meteorological models WRF (Weather Research and Forecasting model) and MM5 (fifth-generation NCAR/Penn State non-hydrostatic mesoscale model) for atmospheric forcing (more details in http://fvcom.smast.umassd.edu/research_projects/NECOFS/).

In the present study, organisms were represented as particles in the 3-dimensional model current field. Particles were released uniformly below 40 m at the sampling location over a circular area of 5 km² (to partially include sampling position uncertainty and be consistent with previous particle-tracking studies that characterized regional connectivity; Mitarai et al. 2009, Aretxabaleta et al. 2014, Li et al. 2014) centered on the sampling location for the period of sampling (17 to 19 June 1985). Particles were initialized uniformly every meter in a volume from 1 to 5 m from the bottom every hour before the first vertical ascent started. Particles were tracked in 5 min time steps, and the output was saved hourly. The numerical particle trajectories were calculated with an offline particle-tracking model (DROGUE3D: Blanton 1993) using the archived simulated FVCOM currents. Lagrangian tracking included a fourth-order Runge-Kutta scheme for advection. A reflective boundary condition was applied to prevent particles from exiting the horizontal edge of the domain or escaping through the bottom or surface. To provide representative results, a sufficient number of particles had to be used. In the current simulations a total of 120 000 particles were released in each experiment (4800 particles km⁻², i.e. a particle every 15 m, at each of the 5 depths).

The particles’ turbulent behavior in the vertical was simulated by assuming uncorrelated random walk. The root-mean-squared (RMS) size of the random vertical displacement ($R_z$) over each time interval ($\Delta t$) was given by $R_z = \sqrt{2A_z \Delta t}$, where $A_z$ is the vertical turbulent eddy viscosity taken from the model. The turbulent closure used in the FVCOM hindcast is the Mellor-Yamada 2.5 (Mellor & Yamada 1982), and the resulting eddy viscosities were obtained from the archive.

The turbulent behavior for the particles in the horizontal direction required an equivalent parameter to the vertical eddy viscosity but for the horizontal. Such a parameter was not provided in the archived model. The horizontal eddy diffusivity was approximated using the Smagorinsky (1963) formulation which depends on the resolved horizontal shear and the model grid scale. The resulting RMS of the random horizontal displacement ($R_h$) is $R_h = \sqrt{2A_h \Delta t}$, where $A_h$ is the horizontal turbulent eddy diffusivity.

Particles followed the velocity field; however, they were not strictly passive, as they also migrated in the vertical according to varying vertical swimming speeds. The basic run included no vertical swimming behavior, but particles were still moved in the vertical by the model vertical velocity and the random turbulent displacement associated with vertical eddy viscosity. The tested swimming speeds were: 0.5, 1, 2, 5, 10 and 20 mm s⁻¹. Sensitivity to the timing of the vertical swimming velocities was investigated by modifying the time of the initialization and finalization of the upward/downward velocities around dusk/dawn (not shown), but the differences between timing scenarios were small and made the interpretation of the results more complex. The duration of vertical migration ranged from 1 to 3 h and stopped if the particles reached the surface or bottom boundary. The numerical particles released at the location of the MOCNESS observations were tracked for up to 30 d. Particles that crossed the 200 m isobath were considered lost from Georges Bank and were no longer tracked. Passive sinking was not included, since the rates of sinking are minimal (<0.5 mm s⁻¹, based on particles on the order of 10 to 25 mm, with fractal dimensions between 1.5 and 2; Winterwerp & van Kesteren 2004) when compared to the vertical migration speeds and random vertical displacements associated with turbulence.
RESULTS

A marked return signal appeared on the EPSCO Chromoscope Fish Finder, forming near the surface soon after sunset (18:15 h Eastern Daylight Time [EDT]); then a layer about 10 m thick descended towards the bottom at sunrise (05:03 h). The signal finally disappeared from the scope by about 06:30 h each day. A population vertical migration rate from surface to bottom (87 min to 43−49 m) is estimated to be 8.2 to 9.4 mm s⁻¹. Based on the MOCNESS tow catches, the scattering layer observations were probably due to the dense aggregation of *Neomysis americana*.

MOCNESS observations

Mysids were the dominant invertebrates caught by the 10 m² MOCNESS in night tows on the southeastern side of Georges Bank from 17 to 19 June 1985. All 5 MOCNESS tows were carried out within a 36 h period, with bottom depths ranging from 43 to 49 m. The water column was well-mixed, with a temperature of 10.5°C (SD = 0.14) and salinity of 32.671 (SD = 0.061), with no apparent vertical structure. The observed vertical distribution of *N. americana* (Fig. 4) from MOCNESS tows showed males and females to be similar in abundance and vertical profiles, but their water column abundance was an order of magnitude lower than that of *N. americana*. During the night tow (M 519) and night−twilight tow (M 523) *C. septemspinosus* were distributed throughout the 40 m water column, although higher densities were located below 20 m. They were mostly absent during the 2 d tows (M 521, M 524), presumably because they were below a water depth of 40 m, where sampling was not possible. Length frequencies for the 3 stages were highest for the 14 to 16 mm size classes, which would indicate that shrimp were probably from the winter generation (Table 2, Fig. 5). A few individuals were caught in the 6−13 mm and 17−18 mm size classes. Only 13% of the females were ovigerous.

The observed vertical distribution of *Crangon septemspinosus* (Fig. 6) from MOCNESS tows showed males and females to be similar in abundance and vertical profiles, but their water column abundance was an order of magnitude lower than that of *N. americana*. During the night tow (M 519) and night−twilight tow (M 523) *C. septemspinosus* were distributed throughout the 40 m water column, although higher densities were located below 20 m. They were mostly absent during the 2 d tows (M 521, M 524), presumably because...
Length frequencies for the 3 stages show ovigerous females to be larger (27–32 mm size class, mean 29.46 mm, SD = 1.47 mm) than the males and females (Table 2, Fig. 5). Mean lengths for males and females were about 24 mm and ranged from 15 to 33 mm. Only 16% of females were ovigerous.

**Flow characterization**

The archived model data were downloaded for the period June to July 1985, to match the period when the 17 to 19 June 1985 MOCNESS observations were collected. As the objective of the current study was to characterize normal conditions over Georges Bank, the June to July 1985 wind velocities and depth-averaged velocities were compared with average climatological values (Table 3). Wind velocity data from the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) Buoy 44011 were averaged for all available years (1984 to 2012) and compared to the wind observed from June to July 1985. The observed June to July 1985 values were within 10% of the long-term average, suggesting the atmospheric forcing during 1985 was representative of average conditions.

Average water velocities were obtained from climatological model solutions provided by Naimie et al. (1994) and compared with the FVCOM archived depth-averaged velocities for 1985. The magnitude of the total velocities was dominated by tidal fluctuations, which have little interannual variability; therefore, the velocity magnitudes during 1985 were similar to the long-term values. When the depth-averaged subtidal (40 h low-pass filtered) velocities were considered, the magnitude of the velocities during 1985 in the east–west direction ($U$) was comparable to the

---

**Fig. 5.** Percentage length frequencies of *Neomysis americana* (upper panel) and *Crangon septemspinosus* (lower panel) from five 10 m MOCNESS tows on the southeastern Georges Bank from 17 to 19 June 1985. Males (M), females (F) and ovigerous females (O) are shown.

**Fig. 6.** Vertical distribution of *Crangon septemspinosus* from five 10 m MOCNESS tows at a location on the southeastern Georges Bank from 17 to 19 June 1985. Water depths ranged from 43 to 49 m. The MOCNESS tow number and time mid-point are located above each column and designated as night (N), day (D), or twilight (T) in parentheses. EDT: Eastern Daylight Time. Male (black) and female (gray) densities are shown as separate bars within a 10 m stratum. Note the log$_{10}$ density scale. Water column abundances (no./1000 m$^3$) of males and females are included below each tow panel.
long-term mean, while the velocity in the north–south direction (V) was 25 to 40% larger than the climatology value over Georges Bank. Velocity shear in the vertical was expected to have minimal interannual variability, as tidal flows control the circulation over Georges Bank.

The flow on the southern flank is affected by the presence of the tidal front, which modifies both vertical and horizontal patterns of circulation. Recirculation cells associated with the front have been described previously (Garrett & Loder 1981, Lynch et al. 1992, Aretxabaleta et al. 2005) and were evident in the average circulation during June 1985 (Fig. 7). The main features of the secondary flow are: upwelling in the mixed region (on-bank of the front), downwelling in the stratified region (off-bank of the front), convergence near the surface and divergence near the bottom. The strong tidal front jet flow exhibited along-bank velocities in excess of 15 cm s\(^{-1}\) flowing southwest on the southern flank, with peak speeds in 60 and 80 m water depths (Fig. 7).

Particle-tracking simulations

To assess the quality of particle-tracking simulations, observed vertical distributions were interpolated in time to cover the entire daily cycle. We assumed that the near disappearance of migrating shrimp from the field time-series was caused by individuals being on or near the bottom, below the maximum sampling depth of the MOCNESS. It is possible that the shrimp population was displaced from the sampling site during the day tows; however, their diel vertical pattern conforms to the expected behavior noted in other studies. It is unknown whether individuals remain at depth or whether a continuous exchange of individuals takes place throughout the water column. Since the MOCNESS time-series were made at a well-mixed site, we are unsure of the vertical distribution of shrimp at a stratified location on the southern flank. Is their migratory behavior modified by the near-surface thermocline or the declining strength of the bottom tidal current with depth? In these simulations we assumed the inferred migratory behavior would be the same in mixed and stratified water columns. The average (male and female) hourly density distributions as a function of time of day are shown in Fig. 8. As the total observed population inventory varies considerably during the day, instead of using density for comparison with the simulated particles, a percentage of the total number of particles observed at any time (Fig. 8B,D) was used as a metric of the vertical distribution for comparisons with the particle-tracking results. The percentage

Table 3. Comparison between climatological and 1985 RMS (root-mean-squared) wind speeds (m s\(^{-1}\)) at NDBC Buoy 44011. Comparison between the FVCOM (finite volume coastal ocean model) and climatology depth-averaged RMS speeds (m s\(^{-1}\)) at the MOCNESS sampling location. \(U\): velocity in the east–west direction; \(V\): velocity in the north–south direction.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Wind</th>
<th>Total depth averaged</th>
<th>Sub-tidal depth averaged</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>(U)</td>
<td>(V)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Climatology</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>3.68</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>3.19</td>
<td>3.86</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1985</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jun</td>
<td>3.58</td>
<td>4.04</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jul</td>
<td>2.83</td>
<td>4.08</td>
<td>0.42</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. Trajectories of passive drifters in a vertical transect across the southern flank using averaged flow fields over 16 d. The particle trajectories were integrated for 3 d. Gray circles represent the original release positions of the model drifters. Blue lines are contours of normal velocity, with negative values representing southwestward flow. Vertical dashed black line represents an estimate of the mean tidal front position over the 16 d average period given by the Simpson-Hunter tidal mixing parameter (Simpson & Hunter 1974). The (dimensionless) value of \(\frac{h}{\rho} C_D u^3\) used is 10\(^{-9}\) (Garrett et al. 1978, Lynch & Naimie 1993), where \(h\) is the water column depth, \(\rho\) is the density of seawater, \(C_D\) is a drag coefficient taken as 0.0027 and \(u\) is the RMS (root-mean-square) size of the velocity over the simulated period. The \(x\)-axis corresponds to the distance off-bank from the 60 m isobath.
Lough & Aretxabaleta: Modeling shrimp diel/tidal migration

distribution clearly showed the presence of *C. septemspinosus* in the deeper part of the water column, with most of the total population concentrated below 20 m, even at night. Meanwhile, the rapid upward migration and concentration of *N. americana* at 0 to 10 m at dusk was even more evident, while, during the day, a large fraction (between 20 and 40%) of the population in the water column was observed above the deepest bin, even though the abundance was small during that time.

The horizontal distribution of particles in the basic simulation varied slightly from that in simulations taking behavior into consideration (Fig. 9). The integrated pathway over 30 d of tracking showed that particles released without behavior (basic simulation) completed a full loop around the Bank, with particles found predominantly between the 40 and 80 m isobaths on the southern flank and with some traveling to depths deeper than 150 m on the northern flank. The highest percentage of total particles was found in the area associated with the tidal front.

Fig. 8. Vertical distributions of the density of (A,B) *Neomysis americana* and (C,D) *Crangon septemspinosus* as an average of both males and females as a function of time of day. The left panels represent total counts, and the right panels show the percentage of the total density present for each bin depth at each time (i.e. the sum of the percentage in the vertical is 100% for each time). The times of sunrise and sunset are indicated by vertical solid lines, and the sampling times, by thin dashed lines.

Fig. 9. Spatial distribution of the percentage of total particles in each model grid element after 30 d of tracking: (A) simulation without behavior and (B) simulation with 5 mm s$^{-1}$ vertical swim speed. The black circle indicates the initial location of release. The black contours mark the 40, 60, 80, 100 and 150 m isobaths. The color bar indicates percentage.
When behavior was added (5 mm s$^{-1}$ swim speed) to the simulations, the area covered by the particles was reduced and the particles did not complete the loop around the Bank in 30 d. The cross-bank extent was also slightly limited, with higher percentages found associated with the tidal front.

To estimate how the different areas of Georges Bank were connected, 2 estimates of travel time were considered. The first estimate was the shortest time that it took any particle to reach a specific location (Fig. 10A,B), while the second estimate considered the average time for all particles to reach a location (Fig. 10C,D). The time of first arrival for the simulation with no behavior showed an almost isotropic distribution within the first 2 d, a broadening tail that reached the southern edge of the Bank in 7 d and predominantly turned north around Day 10, with the first particles completing the full loop in around 25 d. The time of first arrival in the simulation with 5 mm s$^{-1}$ swim speed showed particles moving predominantly south during the first 2 d, with a narrower tail confined to areas shallower than 80 m in the first 10 d. When the particles reached the Great South Channel area, they started either crossing to deeper isobaths across the Channel or being incorporated into the northern flank, where the steeper topography contributed to the cross-isobath exchange.

When average time was considered, the particles that reached the southern edge (crossing the 80 m isobath) in the basic simulation presented short (6 to 10 d) averaged times, suggesting that an initial particle loss had occurred (associated with initial cross-frontal export) but that most particles tended to remain in the domain. The average time to complete the loop around the Bank was around 27 to 30 d. In the simulation with 5 mm s$^{-1}$ swim speed, the average time to reach any location was almost always slightly longer than in the basic case.

As some particles in the basic run completed the loop, the average time metric for the long 30 d simulation was not optimal, since some areas were averaging particles near the initial location with particles that had travelled around the Bank. To alleviate this problem, shorter simulations lasting for 16 d were considered (Fig. 11). The simulation with no behavior (Fig. 11A) exhibited particles reaching their westernmost extent after 16 d, just before starting to move northward. A branch of particles also existed that

Fig. 10. Upper panels: time of 1st arrival (days) to each location for particles: (A) without behavior and (B) with 5 mm s$^{-1}$ swim speed. Lower panels: average time of arrival to each location for particles: (C) without behavior and (D) with 5 mm s$^{-1}$ swim speed. The black contours mark the 40, 60, 80, 100 and 150 m isobaths. The color bar indicates days from release.
was initially transported toward shallower Bank areas. The distribution of particles at 0.5 mm s$^{-1}$ swim speed was similar to the distribution with no behavior (not shown). The simulation with 1 mm s$^{-1}$ swim speed restricted the southward motion of the branch that reached the southern edge of the Bank in the basic simulation, resulting in almost no particles travelling across the 80 m isobath (Fig. 11B). The horizontal spread of particles from the simulation with 2 mm s$^{-1}$ swim speed (Fig. 11C) was slightly smaller in size than that of the 1 mm s$^{-1}$ simulation, but the time distribution was similar. The 5 mm s$^{-1}$ simulation (Fig. 11D) exhibited a narrower path, with particles being less likely to be near the 40 m isobath and little transport of particles toward shallower areas. The simulation with 10 mm s$^{-1}$ vertical speed (Fig. 11E) showed the narrowest spatial distribution, but there were a limited number of particles near the 40 m isobath outside the initial release location. Most particles were concentrated in an area centered around the 60 m isobath, where the tidal front was located. The simulation with 20 mm s$^{-1}$ swim speed (Fig. 11F) exhibited a similar concentration near the 60 m isobath, but with some particles tending to be trans-
ported west toward the Great South Channel in periods of around 15 d.

Cross-bank particle displacement (Fig. 12) was estimated as the change in bottom depth from the original release isobath (between 43 and 46 m). In general, in the 16 d simulations, particles remained 10 m shallower to 40 m deeper than the depth of their release location. The largest peaks were for no cross-bank displacement (zero isobath change) in all 16 d simulations, except in the cases of 10 mm s⁻¹ (Fig. 12D) and 20 mm s⁻¹ swim speeds (not shown). The basic simulation showed off-bank dis-
placement peaks at 10 and 18 m. While the simulation with 1 mm s\(^{-1}\) swim speed exhibited a similar peak distribution to that of the basic simulation, its total offshore displacement was smaller. The simulation with 5 mm s\(^{-1}\) swim speed showed an increase of off-bank movement which increased in the 10 mm s\(^{-1}\) simulation, where the largest percentage of particles resided 18 m off-bank of the release location.

The relative distribution of model particles in the vertical (Fig. 13) exhibited marked differences depending on the presence or absence and magnitude of swimming behavior. While the particles with no behavior tended to remain confined to the near-surface and, especially, near-bottom areas due to vertical velocities caused by tidal fluctuations, the particles with 10 mm s\(^{-1}\) swim speed experienced a rapid transition from the surface to the bottom in narrow vertical layers. The particles with 2 mm s\(^{-1}\) swim speed spent considerably more time in the central part of the water column. There was a tendency to find particles in deeper areas (they were released around the 45 m isobath) as time passed, especially in the particles with fast swim speeds; these results were consistent with cross-bank particle displacements (Fig. 12).

Retention was estimated as a percentage of total particles found in areas shallower than 60, 70 and 80 m. The 3 chosen depths represent locations 15, 25 and 35 m deeper than the original release depth (43 to 46 m) in simulations lasting 16 d.

The modeled particle distribution was examined by comparing the modeled vertical structure and the interpolated observed structure of *Neomysis americana* and *Crangon septemspinosus* (Fig. 8). Precision was estimated as the total RMS difference between the percentages obtained from the model and observations of the 4 separate bins.

The vertical swimming speed for *Neomysis americana* in the numerical simulations that best matched (smaller global RMS difference) the interpolated observed vertical distribution (Fig. 8) after the 16 d simulation was 10 mm s\(^{-1}\), whereby the numerical particles reproduced >80% of the observed variability (Table 5). For *Crangon septemspinosus*, the differences between numerical and observed distributions were much larger and the greatest precision (smaller RMS) was achieved in the simulation with 2 mm s\(^{-1}\) swim speed (similar precision was obtained with 1 mm s\(^{-1}\)). The percentage variability reproduced was around 57%.

For the 20 mm s\(^{-1}\) simulation, particles were moving too rapidly from the bottom to the surface for our purposes, and the fast vertical velocity (equivalent to 72 m h\(^{-1}\)) overshadowed any vertical turbulent displacement. In the resulting profile, particles were either near the surface or near the bottom and we were not able to properly reproduce the observed profile.
DISCUSSION

Georges Bank shrimp appear to respond primarily to light, as tidal currents are a relatively constant semi-diurnal rotary. The 5 vertical profiles of the Neomysis americana and Crangon septemspinosus adults located at the tidal front on Georges Bank during June 1985 presented a diel pattern of vertical migration, the rates and dispersal of which were explored here though particle releases in a modeled flow field. Basic runs of FVCOM included simulated temperature, salinity, tidal and wind information for June 1985, and the circulation profile we obtained was close to the previously reported average conditions during that month. The vertical profiles at the end of the simulations were compared to the observed vertical day–night MOCNESS profiles to determine the closest vertical migration rate. The consequences of different vertical ascent and decent swim speeds were determined by the horizontal dispersion of particles over 30 d. Unfortunately, there was no sufficiently dense grid of observational survey station data against which to compare the horizontal model simulation results.

The model simulations indicated that some vertical behavior was required to match the observed vertical profiles. The best match (smaller RMS difference; Table 5) for N. americana was with a swimming speed of 10 mm s$^{-1}$; however, the best match for C. septemspinosus was with 2 mm s$^{-1}$. N. americana rapidly moved up to the surface at twilight (10 mm s$^{-1}$), where they appeared to redistribute in the water column by night and then quickly retreat to the bottom by first light. C. septemspinosus also appeared to migrate at twilight, but at a slower speed (2 mm s$^{-1}$), and they stayed in the lower part of the water column at night. These migration rates were within the range estimated from the 17 to 19 June 1985 Chromscope scattering observations, 8.2 to 9.4 mm s$^{-1}$, for N. americana. Since C. septemspinososa only migrates from the bottom to mid-depth and back, its rate may be about half that of N. americana, or about 4 to 5 mm s$^{-1}$. C. septemspinosus is larger and heavier than N. americana, which may be a factor in their slower migration, or they may exhibit a different behavior, such as reacting more slowly to a given light level or change. Their emergence also may also follow the migration of N. americana, since Crangon spp. are known to be prominent predators of mysids when they are abundant (Siegfried 1982, Taylor et al. 2005).

The highest retention of particles on the Bank (Table 4) was achieved using the 2 mm s$^{-1}$ swim speed, but more particles were still located in the immediate vicinity of the tidal front using swimming speeds of 10 to 20 mm s$^{-1}$ (Fig. 11). Particles that spent more time near the surface were more likely to be closely associated with the tidal front because of near-surface convergence, but were also transported further inside the tidal jet and were more likely to ultimately escape the Bank. Therefore, adult N. americana are expected to be more associated with the tidal front, while C. septemspinosus adults are more likely to be retained on the Bank (areas shallower than 80 m), since they are found deeper in the water column both day and night. The spring–neap tidal fluctuations (not shown) introduced more retention variability in a typical June than the interannual fluctuations, as tides remained the main driving force of the flow over Georges Bank. The conditions during June 1985 were typical for the stratified season on the Bank (Table 3), but seasonal and interannual fluctuations alter the position and strength of the tidal front, changing the potential for retention (Naimie et al. 1994, Naimie 1996, Lough et al. 2006b). Individuals transported farther west to the Nantucket shoals and Mid-Atlantic Bight can still find other suitable habitats on the shelf for their survival (Theroux & Wigley 1998). Different behaviors by the 2 species confer different advantages in relation to the tidal front. Aggregation in the area of the front presumably enhances mating and feeding, but being in the surface jet or closer to the bottom results in different patterns of retention or transport from the bank, or from suitable habitat. The contribution of random displacements to the final position is minimized, as the vertical and horizontal diffusivities are reduced in the proximity of the tidal front, where advective dynamics dominate. Spreading the risk by spawning over a wider area and longer period is a reproductive strategy to counter loss in a variable environment that both species use. Another adaptation would be to have a shorter larval period until juvenile settlement. N. americana females carry eggs and larvae in brood pouches until they are released as juveniles, which may compensate for their greater potential surface transport and loss from the Bank.

Several previous studies have analyzed the retention of passive particles on Georges Bank under different conditions. Werner et al. (1993) identified the region of highest retention on the Bank using model simulations, which coincided with the region of highest growth rate and highest survival for larval cod and haddock (Werner et al. 1996). Lough & Manning (2001) provided a general description of the tidal front jet and the cross-bank exchanges on the southern flank. Aretxabaleta et al. (2005) examined the
cell-like circulation in the frontal region during May 1999 that enhanced passive particle retention in the proximity of the tidal front on the southern flank. Lough et al. (2006a) modeled growth of Atlantic cod larvae under the circulation associated with the tidal front and found marked growth differences between the stratified and mixed sides of the front. Lough et al. (2006b) used an 11 yr time-series (1977 to 1987) of cod and haddock egg/larval distributions to describe the differences between the eastern and western areas of Georges Bank and the interannual variability in retention.

Environmental cues that may initiate, control, and/or modify vertical swimming behavior may change with developmental stage and the depth of the water column, as reported in studies on related species. A review of the literature on the behavior of penaeid prawns found that most burrow into the substratum during the day and emerge at night, responding to environmental factors such as light, tide and temperature (Dall et al. 1990). Their larvae have an endogenous diel migratory behavior, rising in the water column at night and descending during the day. Emigration into estuaries by epi-benthic post-larvae has been related to the day/night cycle for some species, whereby a portion of the population emerges into the water column at night, coinciding with the flood tide. Other species may use selective tidal stream emigration, which depends on post-larvae sensing environmental cues in estuarine gradients such as salinity, turbidity and organic matter. Rothlisberg et al. (1995) monitored the vertical migratory behavior of post-larval Penaeus plebejus in southeast Queensland, Australia, and provided evidence for a conservative mechanism that allows post-larvae to enter a nursery area without sensing estuarine gradients. They proposed that post-larvae in the nearshore region change from a diurnal vertical migration pattern to a tidal vertical migration pattern by being able to sense the relative difference in tidal pressure. Post-larvae buried in the sediment would ascend into the water column during the flood current pressure cue and then settle out after a short period determined by an endogenous clock, also initiated by the tidal pressure cue. Similarly, pink shrimp (Farfantepenaeus duorarum) post-larvae were predominantly caught during the dark flood period leading into the western Florida Bay nursery area, indicating their vertical movement had changed in response to the stage of tidal flow (Criales et al. 2006). Laboratory experiments have shown post-larvae to change behavior in relation to pressure and salinity changes.

The blue crab Callinectes sapidus also has a complex life cycle, whereby larvae are transported from offshore on the Atlantic shelf to nearshore by wind-driven circulation and then into estuaries as post-larvae (megalopae) by flood tide transport, where they settle and metamorphose to early juvenile stages (Forward et al. 2007). Megalopae and juveniles exhibit endogenous vertical swimming activity, ascending up the water column at night and descending during the day; however, their response to environmental factors controls the onset and duration of vertical migration during flood tides.

N. interger is found most abundantly in low-flow areas in the field (Ythan estuary, northeast Scotland) and avoids areas of high flow based on laboratory experiments (Lawrie et al. 1999). Speirs et al. (2002) attempted to predict the migratory behavior of N. interger through strategic modeling designed to examine the random movement hypothesis, foraging hypothesis, and depth-seeking/predation hypothesis, and to compare model results with field and laboratory studies. These hypotheses were rejected or weakly supported by the evidence, so they hypothesized that the behavioral response to flow was most likely the proximate cause determining the distribution of this species over the intertidal zone.

On the other hand, no evidence was found by Kringel et al. (2003) for a strong tidal modulation of light on emergence or reentry of N. kadiakensis in the 20 to 25 m deep Puget Sound, Washington. Mean swimming speeds of accent and decent ranged from 0.59 to 0.96 cm s⁻¹. Group migration speed was estimated at 0.34 to 1.37 cm s⁻¹, which is much slower than maximum swimming or cruising speeds, suggesting that ascent and descent were regulated by ambient light intensities. Ascent and decent were symmetrical in space and time, with similar rates of vertical movement. Mysids (2 to 21 mm in length) ascended to the upper water column but were still spread throughout the water column during night.

Daewel et al. (2011) modeled the transport of brown shrimp (Crangon crangon) post-larvae and juveniles, spawned at depths between 10 and 30 m in the German Bight, according to various tidal cues to determine the selective tidal-stream transport necessary for juvenile settlement. They showed that hydrodynamic forces exerted by strong tidal currents on the flat-bodied shrimp could be sufficient to provide vertical lift in the water column for selective tidal stream transport. In this case, the shrimp did not have to swim to the surface, since tidal-current shear is at a minimum in the central part of the water column. Their hypothesis of tidally induced vertical lift
without swimming might also partially explain why C. septemspinus only ascended to mid-depth in the Georges Bank samples in contrast to N. americanus. However, the vertical lift effect is not considered the proximate control of vertical migration, since there are strong rotary tidal currents on Georges Bank and observations indicated that the migration activity of both species was associated with the day–night cycle. The Daewel et al. (2011) simulations did not include diel migratory behavior as a function of light. Other studies cited in the ‘Introduction’ document that diel behavior is related to the light cycle, supporting the MOCNESS vertical profile observations in June 1985, which showed that the adults of both species are found throughout the water column at night and absent during the day on Georges Bank at 43 at 49 m bottom depth. In various previous studies cited in this paper, the environmental factors that act as initiating, controlling, or modifying variables appear to depend on the species’ stage and on adaptation to their local habitat.

### SUMMARY

The Georges Bank simulations conducted in this study provided reasonable vertical migration rates that matched the observed vertical profiles over a day–night cycle for the 2 shrimp species Cragon septemspinus and Neomysis americana. They provided support for N. americana being more closely associated with the tidal front, since that species is found more abundant near the surface during the night and, thus, is subjected to near-surface, tidal-front convergence. In contrast, C. septemspinus resides primarily in the lower part of the water column, below the near-surface, southward-flowing tidal jet. However, the consequences of their different vertical behaviors in the June 1985 flow field show N. americana to have less retention on Georges Bank than does C. septemspinus, which resides closer to the bottom. Further simulations require more information on the life history of the 2 species.
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